suppose

thirst

What do you suppose'd happen if there were suddenly no
water in the world?
I suppose we'd all die of thirst if there ...
If you only slept two hours tonight, how do you suppose
you'd feel tomorrow morning?
If I only ..., I suppose I'd feel very tired tomorrow
morning
Supposing today were Sunday, where'd you be now?
Supposing today were Sunday, I'd be ...
Supposing you lost your passport, what would you do?
Supposing I lost my passport, I’d immediately tell the
police
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hotter and hotter

more and more

Does it get hotter and hotter as we go towards the north of
Europe?
No, it doesn’t get…; it gets colder and colder
Do people usually become richer and richer as they become
older?
yes, people usually become…
Why?
Because they usually earn more and more money
Does good wine usually become cheaper and cheaper as it
becomes older?
No, good wine doesn’t…; usually becomes more and
more expensive
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Describe

just

Describe the place where you live.
the place where I live is… (by the sea; it's quite large;
there are some factories just outside it etc)
What’s he doing?
He's describing the place where he lives
Describe someone you know.
I'll describe (my uncle: he's tall and thin; he has black
hair etc.)
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Correct

incorrect

Is it correct to say "The book was writing by him"?
No, it isn't...; we must say "The book was written by him"
Is it correct that 4 + 5 = 11?
No, it isn't...; it's incorrect
Is it correct that 11 + 5 = 6?
No, it isn't...; it's incorrect
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As soon as

over

What did you do as soon as you came into the classroom?
I sat down as soon as I ...
What'll you do as soon as the lesson is over?
I'll stand up, go home etc. as soon as...
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